pirana purchasing
Pirana Purchasing controls both

Call for a free trial

internal requisitions and external
purchase orders placed with a
supplier.
Purchase costs can be allocated to
specific cost centres and, when used
in conjunction with Pirana
Maintenance Management, to work
orders, assets, locations or contacts.
The system maintains a full history of
purchases which may be analysed to
give essential information on
suppliers, prices and cost breakdown.

Full Order Lifecycle Purchase
orders are fully controlled from
requisitions through to order fulfilment
and invoice history.

Multiple Requests Multi-user
purchase requests & multi-supplier
quotation requests.
Non-Stock Purchases Support for
Just-In-Time purchasing.
Orders & Spend Approval You
can set up limits of authority for
purchase approvers to control
expenditure through variable limits.
Automatic Re-Ordering When
running in conjunction with Pirana
Stock & Inventory, the system
generates stock replenishment orders
automatically.
Full Supplier Information Full
supplier-related actions and details
including multiple currencies.
Comprehensive Reporting
Detailed reports including nonreconciliation, unpaid & un-invoiced
orders.

Why Pirana?
Ease of Use The Pirana interface
is incredibly easy to pick up; it’s
possible to get started in minutes!
Scalable One size fits all. Pirana
is designed for use by one, to any
number of users.
Choice of Setup Choose from
On-Premise (installed) or OnDemand (cloud).
Secure Full location security and
user access protection.
Flexible Configure the system to
reflect your own terminology or
language.

Features
 Purchase Orders
 Purchase Requests
 Quotations Requests
 Receipts, Returns, Credits
 Invoicing
 Automatic Reordering
 Email notifications
 Export to Excel™

Supports Decision Making KPIs,
a powerful reporting capability and
advanced filter & search.
Expert Advice Shire offers a
knowledgeable support service.
Rapid Setup Talk to Shire in
the morning and you could be
using your system later that day!
Mobile Deployment Pirana can
be deployed on a range of devices
including those that are;
ruggedised, IP67, ATEX compliant,
integral barcode or RFID scanners.
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